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The purpose of this project is to discover what the effects of smoke are on plants. I planned to prepare two
identical groups of ten bean plants planted in glass containers. One group of plants was exposed to Viriginia
Slims ciagrettes every other day for three minutes. Then I measured the height and counted the number of leaves
each day for approximately two months. I hypothesized that the cigarette smoke would slowly stunt the growth
of the plants and the number of leaves would be less than the number of leaves on normal controlled plants. 

After compiling my data, I found that the average growth in height of the group of plants exposed to smoke
was approximately the same compared to the control group of plants. I found the average amount of leaves
gained in the smoke-exposed group of plants was much less than the average amount of leaves gained in the
control group of plants. I found the leaves exposed to cigarette smoke were weak and shriveled up. The stems
of the smoke-exposed plants were much thinner than the stems of the non-exposed plants.

When my project was completed, I found that my hypothesis was partially correct. In my exposed plants,
fewer new leaves had grown compared to my controls. The height of the plants, however, did not seem to differ
much, which contradicted my hypothesis. I believe that the reason the height of plants were similar was because
the normal plants had leaves which made the stems make a spiral shape instead of a straight line as the other
group of plants did. The group of plants exposed to smoke had less weight of leaves, therefore was much more
likely to grow in a straight line. Thus, the difference in the number of leaves between two groups of plants had
probably affected the height of plants as well.

Summary Statement  (In one sentence, state what your project is about.)

The effect of cigarette smoke on bean plants is equally horrible as its effect on humans.

Help Received in Doing Project (e.g. Mother helped type report; Neighbor helped wire board; Used lab equipment at
university X under the supervision of Dr. Y; Participant in NSF Young Scholars Program) See Display Regulation #8 on page 4.

My mother took care of the plants while I was gone from home. In the beginning of the experiment, my
mom’s co-worker, who is a smoker, smoked on my plants.


